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The purpose of this beekeeping mission was to help modernize beekeeping techniques using different
hive models and to discuss modifications to the currently used hive model. The making of simple veils
to accommodate the local beekeepers and student beekeepers in their introduction to beekeeping turned
out to be more of a need than expected. We also had discussions to help evaluate the needs of each
individual beekeeper.
In my observation, in all the places I visited , I never saw the use of an extractor. At two occasions I
was shown extractors that showed no sign of being used. One of a kind pieces unique on their own.

In Vieux Bourg D' Aquin, Mr. Badeau is showing off Mr. Antoinier's extractor.

Second site of extractor in Milot near Cap Haitian

Every time I asked if anyone used an extractor I received no positive reply. I asked everyone why they
were using the metal wire that ran across the frames, it appeared that “they came that way”. The
purpose of using the Langstroth hive model is for efficiency and productivity; if you do not use an
extractor, why not use the more simple Top Bar model for easy extraction until the making or the
import of low cost beekeeping equipment is available to the Haitian community.

Langstroth frame style (without foundation)

Frameless Kenya Top Bar style

I understand from my conversation with Don Hopkins, the cost of the Kenya Top bar hive
Conrad Bérubé built on his last mission turned out to be pretty expensive. $70. + US dollars
because of the high cost of plywood. This discouraged Mr. Hopkins from TBH hive design.
Bo Sterk's Haitian Top Bar Hive model is slightly smaller and four can fit on a sheet of plywood.
This brings the cost per hive to $15-20 US each.
No matter what model one uses, organizing and visiting your hives is important.
On some occasions the hives I visited where in disarray...lac of frames overfull hives etc...The
knowledge on hive hygiene, pest disease recognition and management is present. To teach a protocol
on hygiene and the importance of avoiding cross contamination at the time of harvest is of utmost
importance.

Mr. Antoinier's Langstroth hive in Vieuxbourg d'Aquin

Mr. Antoinier Joseph

In Caracol I met with Mr. Nicodem; he was the best honey producer in 2009.

Mr. Nicodem has a beautiful and well organized beeyard across the street from his home.

First we built a hive, then we went to his beeyard and inspected a few hives. Things were neat in there.
I showed him how to set up the hive and we transferred a few combs. We harvested a little honey and
went to his home where we drank coconut water and had a honey tasting. The honey was light and
golden in color, thick in texture. It was indeed some of the best honey I ever tasted. It was much finer
than the one I tasted in Clerice; that one tasted just like sugar cane. I was told it is not the most popular
honey because of its dark complexion.
Mr Nicodem has a charming family.

I had the opportunity to teach how to make a simple veil at Mr. Badeau's house inAquin.

We met with 10 other Beekeepers. Antoinier Joseph, Mr. Basil and the log hives beekeepers from Saint
Georges were among them. We planned this get together to make veils. I showed them how to make a
simple copy of the Dadant veil. I got some tulle from the fabric store in Miami and a tailor donated the
elastic needed to complete the job. I made some changes because we could not get the metal rings, the
special string and an additional elastic band required to copy the Dadant model.
It is better to keep it simple in Haiti so when the beekeepers will make more veils it will be easier for
them. Dadant donated some veils so I used them for sample. A beekeeper brought a sewing machine. I
cut 20 veils but we only made six. We divided the rest evenly among the group to make the remaining
ones in the future.
The 15 yards I had left was used the following week in Cap Haitien. In the morning I waited to see if
Papi or Anderson could find or rent a sewing machine to teach the simple veil model I made last week
in Aquin. We met in the city, the same yard where I pre-cut eight HaitianTBH hive kits on Monday
May 31. I met with Merceline and Patricia; we set up tables and the sewing machine. I proceeded to
cut the tulle and explained how to put it together. We ended up making ten veils and I left enough fabric
to make an additional ten. The day went well and was productive. Now these beekeepers can take along
observers and students when they work their hives.
(From left to right) Patricia, Papi and Merceline sewing in Cap Haitian

CONCLUSION
In the Langstroth top bar style hive, it is imperative that the “bee”space between the frames be the
same. During my stay, I have not seen a wood shop that could manage the making of frames for
beekeeping; either because of a lack of quality hardware and materials or a lack of precision tools to do
the job. Although not complicated, precision and material quality has its importance when putting a
hive together. Unless materials are made available via import or until a shop can meet the needs for
making proper beekeeping supplies, I suggest the use of the Top Bar model. I share Bo Sterk and
Conrad Berube's opinion on the advantage of the Top Bar Hive for the Haitian community.
(see http://www3.telus.net/conrad/poa_haiti_report.htm )
However, there is no doubt in my mind that the Haitian community is ready for the Langstroth method,
providing the materials be available. I heard there was a wood shop opening up through an other
association in the Aquin area, it would be a good idea to meet them and see if that shop can produce
what they need.
When I returned to Port Au Prince, I met with Aminvil Yssoinier a local beekeeper from the
REJEPMA (a member of another beekeeping association) that hosted my last beekeeping mission to
Haiti through FAVACA about three years ago. We had planned to meet so I could get an update on what
is the buzz? since my last visit. A volunteer is always interested in knowing the impact or outcome of a
previous mission. I kept Amainvil Yssoinier's contact but Bo Sterk is the one who kept me posted
since he was the last to be in Haiti through FAVACA introducing a new, cheaper Haitian TBH.

Bo Sterk's Haitian TBH inspired by the Kenya TBH

The only modification I made to Mr.Sterk's model is I used 5 gallon paint stirring wood sticks for my
top bars. They come in almost the perfect size just a slight width modification and voilà!. It would be
easy to ask Home Depot or Ace Hardware to donate such an item. It is a cheap and a possible
alternative. As for the wax comb guide I used a string dipped in hot beeswax positioned in the center
of the top bar.

A string dipped in hot wax affixed to the center
of the Top Bar helps direct the combs.

5 Gallon paint stiring sticks for Top Bars

A couple of days before my return to Miami I found out that Mr. Amainvil had been trying to reach me
with no success. I had mentioned to Mr. Benito my last beekeeping mission through FAVACA... and he
led me to believe he never heard of Mr. Amainvil Yssoinier and that group of beekeepers. However,
Mr. Benito did hook me up on his phone with Mr.Yssoinier a couple of days before my return to Port
Au Prince. That is when we made plans to meet and exchange notes to be shared upon my return to
Miami. Mr. Amainvil Yssoinier left me a list of 47 beekeepers that belong to his group.
When I got back I spoke to Bo Sterk, a FAVACA volunteer with Haitian beekeeping background, he
has also tried to contact Mr. Benito. His goal was to get the various groups in Haiti to work together on
beekeeping training. Mr. Benito being the US envoy with Partners and FtF, would be a good “go to”
person for information. Mr. Sterk has had no luck contacting Mr. Benito in over a year. Mr. Sterk is
promoting Top Bar Hives due to the limited resources of the country. A simpler beekeeping method of
hive management and honey production.
The whole point of helping Haiti is to give equal opportunity, and show an example of good
democracy.
In my opinion, a beekeeping association should consist of different micro industries, single ownership,
private groups such as churches and communities...etc...all of which should share the privilege of its
information and opportunities for instruction . It should be governed on a rotation basis in order to
avoid control within the association and bring fairness to the distribution of much needed funds when
available. It also allows the smaller groups an equal chance to profit from the knowlege. Maybe you
can divide the Beekeeping Assossiation by region through a University Beekeeping program...
Mr. Benito seems to be busy with his radio show and his rabbit program. There is no doubt in my mind
he is a talented beekeeper and maybe he can represent the Makouti Entreprise but it seems he has too
many irons in the fire. I was impressed with Mr. Basil Oles communication skills (language...good bee
knowlege...humble...) I met him briefly on my first trip to Haiti and met again with Mr. Benito. I felt
the same way about Mr. Amainvil's communication skills. I see them as good possibilities for the south.
On the other hand, Papi in the north is an excellent beekeeper; he was respectful, and considerate of his
environment. It would take a little more observation to recomend the outline of an association.

